"WHERE THERE'S A WILL . . . THERE'S A PEN!"

(*AN ESSAY ON CARCERAL CENSORSHIP BY EZZIAL WILLIAMS*)

Esteemed Salutations, Authors' and Author-Esses!
I could've easily joked and said "WHERE THERE'S A WELL . . . I PRAY TO GOD I'M IN IT," but what I'm about to write about is no joking matter.
Henzi Mafisse once wrote that creativity takes courage. And writing under carceral censorship . . .

This quote is seriously true. I like to call myself an independent prison essayist who loves to share my writings with the outside world to help debunk the stigma of incarceration while also spreading the word about the injustices we sometimes face inside. On a personal note, I find that writing my thoughts down gives me the opportunity to process and process my feelings, make amends with my troubling past, and even map-out plans for my future and second phase of life. The friendships and connections I've made through writing has not only encouraged me to keep doing so, but also allowed me to elevate my communication skills and literary prowess.
The sense of accomplishment and knowing that someone cares enough to read your formal/informal messages is a confidence booster, but sometimes even a well-intended message can miss its mark, especially when they're held or denied due to censorship.

You see, for prisoners who are writers and incarcerated activists like myself, we are subjected to a myriad of treatments, both physical and verbal, but nothing is more mentally or spiritually depressing (or oppressive*) than carceral censorship. I can attest to that! Back in 2018, while collaborating with the campaign to fight toxic prisons and trying to inform compar*
INSIDE OF THE UPCOMING NATIONAL PRISONER STRIKE (* WHICH WAS IN RESPONSE TO A RIOT AT A PRISON IN SOUTH CAROLINA WHERE SEVEN INMATES DIED *) I WAS UNJUSTLY PLACED IN CLOSE MANAGEMENT SOLITARY FOR WRITING WHAT THEY CALLED AN EMAIL OF DISSENT. IN ALL ACTUALITY, ALL I DID WAS WRITE A DEAR FRIEND AND COMRADE IN THE MOVEMENT ABOUT THE CONDITION OF THE FACILITY I WAS IN AND THE LACK OF MOTIVATION ON MOST COMRADES PART TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT. I WAS HONESTLY JUST VENTING, BUT THE POWERS TO BE DIDN'T CARE THAT I WAS USINGmerewords TO AIR OUT MY FRUSTRATIONS OR EXAMINE THE WAY I THINK AND FEEL. Verses PHYSICAL AND NEGATIVE OUTLETS. Instead, THEY FLAGGED THE EMAIL CALLING IT A THREAT TO SECURITY, DRAMATICALLY CUFFED ME UP IN FRONT OF EVERYONE IN THE DORM, CHARGED ME WITH ATTEMPTING TO INCITE A RIOT AND THEN RAILROAD ME IN THEIR TANGALOO COURT... SENTENCING ME TO EIGHTEEN LONG MONTHS IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT. MY SECURITY AND HOUSING CUSTODY WENT FROM THE LOWEST (*WORK CAMP, MINIMUM*) TO THE VERY HIGHEST (*BEHIND TWO DOORS* AND *A FENCE, MAX*), AND FOR 23 HOURS OUT OF THE DAY I WAS CONFINED TO A SINGLE MAN CELL NO BIGGER THAN YOUR AVERAGE PARKING SPACE. LABELED NOW AS A "INSIDE PRISON ACTIVIST AND SECURITY THREAT INDIVIDUAL" ALL OF MY COMMUNICATIONS AND BOOKS BECAME CENSORED AND THOROUGHLY SCRUTI-NIZED - SOME OF WHICH WAS MONTHS LATE OR LOST COMPLETELY.

DESPITE ALL OF THAT, THE VERY SAME FRIEND AND COMRADE I WROTE THE EMAIL TO (*KAREN SMITH - MAY SHE REST IN POWER*), KEPT MY SPIRITS UP AND GOT MY STORY OUT THERE. I ADMIT...
FEEL EXTREMELY DEFEATED IN THE HOLE AND ALMOST GAVE UP ACTIVISM AND WRITING ALTOGETHER, BUT KAREN STAYED TEN TOES DOWN. SHE REALLY EMBOLDENED ME TO KEEP WRITING AND EXPOSING THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX. SO DURING THOSE LONG DAYS AND NIGHTS... I DID JUST THAT. THROUGH PERSERVING APPLICATION I WAS EVENTUALLY FEATURED IN THE ABDUCTIONIST NEWSPAPER (*A PUBLICATION FROM CRITICAL RESISTANCE*) AND SUBMITTED WORK ONLINE AT REALCOSTOFPRISONS.ORG AND THE AMERICAN PRISON WRITING ARCHIVE IN NEW YORK. ALL AROUND THE COUNTRY I MADE PRICELESS CONNECTIONS FROM A FLORIDA PRISON AND EVEN CREATED NEW ADVOCATES FOR PRISON AND SENTENCING REFORM ON THIS SIDE OF THE FENCE THROUGH PROJECTED RETURNING CITIZENS. I EVEN MET MY MOTHER AND FATHER-LIKE FIGURES WHO HELPED THE "LITTLE "ALEX" IN ME HEAL AND FORGIVE SOME OF MY CHILDHOOD TRAUMAS. AS YOU CAN SEE... OUTSIDE SUPPORTERS IS THE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR BUILDING COMPARES LIKE ME SELF-ESTEEM. I LOVE YOU MOTH AND FOTH!!

FAST FORWARD TO THIS PRESENT DAY AND I ONLY HAVE 18 MONTHS LEFT ON A 12 YEAR SENTENCE. YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT I'M FULLY AWARE THAT THE WORLD I'M RETURNING TO HAS CHANGED DRAMATICALLY BUT WITH THE HELP OF LIKE MINDED FOLKS HELP... I CAN MAKE A SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY. FOR NOW I AM CONTINUING MY GROWING PARTNERSHIP WITH PEN AMERICA'S WRITING FOR JUSTICE FELLOWSHIP AS WELL AS THEIR FREEWRITE PROJECT TO EXPOSE CARCEL CENSORSHIP FOR WHAT IT TRULY IS... SUPPRESSION! IT'S MY HOPES THAT
That all prison writers continue to find ways (and fight) for creative and meaningful outlets for self-expression. Places like PEN America and the Prison Legal Advocacy Network (PLAN) are great organizations to start and learn more about carceral censorship. As well as to report interference with community relations ... including non-disciplinary disruptions to emails, telephone and visitation. I highly recommend the book titled “The Sentences That Create Us: Crafting a Writer’s Life in Prison” (which is free to prisoners; mind you) for it shows our tenacity, perseverance and solidarity in the prison writing community. It also has tons of other resources and publication venues for incarcerated writers.

So, on that note, remember this comrades: Every day in here may not be good but there is something good in every day! Let's continue to “write on” shall we? After all... where there's a will - there's a pen!

PS: PLEASE NOTE THAT MY PHYSICAL ADDRESS & MAILING ADDRESS ARE DIFFERENT, BUT I'M OPEN FOR "ALL" CORRESPONDENCES. 3501 HAMPTON SPRINGS RD PERRY, FLORIDA 32348

EMAIL ME AT SECURITYTECH.NET FREE!! INK OUT!!

* P.O. BOX 23608
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33622

HUMBLE TO BE A PROUD INCARCERATED WRITER
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